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Abstract 
In John Hawkes' novel The Blood Oranges the 
reader finds himself audience to a persuasive but dishonest 
narrator. Cyril is not interested in an objective, factual 
rendering of the events leading up to Hugh's suicide; he 
is intent upon soothing his own conscience and ma.king 
' sense of past events to satisfy his personal need for 
order. 
Cyril s-ees hims~lf as the advocate of multiplicity 
in love, the master of the sex tableau and lyrical sex 
idyl, the central and guiding figure of the quaternion, 
and half of a perfect marriage. Believing Hugh to be 
the opposite of himself in appearance, temperament, and 
beliefs, Cyril emphasizes the dark, almost satanic, side 
of Hugh's nature. In the contest that develops between 
Hugh and Cyril, it becomes clear that Cyril is extremely 
sensitive to time's destructive power and fears dark places 
and hostile men as threats to the integrity of his personality. 
Somewhat paranoically Cyril sees himself as a 
bulwark of enlightened beliefs surrounded by sinister 
forces. With characteristic passivity, he fights evil 
by waiting for it to go away. He copes with Hugh's 
, 
antag0nism by hoping that he will change. This attitude 
1 
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protects Cyril from acknowledging his own involvement 
in the pain and suffering that inevitably arise from 
"" intimate personal relationships. 
Cyril, however, is not simply a dishonest man; 
he displays many strengths, chief of which is his sense 
of humor. His bemused perspective lets him enjoy his., 
own faculties and the individuality of others and retain 
an optimistic faith in the possibility of future love 
affairs. He succeeds as an artist who gains immortality 
through his art and makes sense of his life through the 
ordering of his memories. 
Neither Cyril nor Hawkes can be easily categorized 
and set aside. On one level sex-singing Cyril has 
ironically ended up with a mother as a companion when 
he desired a faun-like woman for a lover. On another 
level his ,ideal of innocence transcends his self-deception • 
..• Cyril 1 s aesthetic view is as appealing as it is narrow. 
From another point of view the theme of sex is metaphorical, 
and the novel translates into the presentation of an 
alternative between receptiveness to life and denial of 
life. 
2 
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Chapter One 
"Illyria, 11 says John Hawkes speaking of the 
I 
~orld of his novel, The Blood Oranges, "doesn't exist 
1 
unless you bring it into being." The novel is Cyril's 
attempt to re-establish the existence of Illyria, the 
' sunny land of harmonious sexual sharing. Cyril must 
2 combat the disruption tmleashe·d by Hugh's "medieval ism," 
his jealousy and guilt, which resulted in his suicide, 
Fiona's leaving with Meredith and the twins, and Catherine's 
self-imposed seclusion in a sanctuary. Cyril's only weapon 
is language. As he says early in the novel, a silence 
"like a festering marsh [fall~ whenever I [sto~ talking" 
(p. 11). Through language he tries to reweave "Love's 
pink panorama" (p. 1) and find his accustomed place as 
the "small white porcelain bull lost in the lower left-
hand corner of that vast tapestry" (p. 2). ~~;1··1 
Cyril's re-creating efforts consist of reviewing 
and re-ordering the past while simultaneously recording 
step-by-step his progress in winning back Catherine's 
trust. His account, therefore, takes on in parts a 
/ journal-like form and tone with entries in chronological 
order and of ten beginning, "Yesterday I • • • • " These 
sections dealing with ·the most recent past are interspersed 
3 
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among· the accounts of the more distant past. The latter 
are frequently addressed to Catherine, are concluded with 
the question, "Remember?," and are a part of Cyril I s 
design to re-seduce Catherine as well as an expression 
of his need to understand his past. Other sections, like 
the one beginning, "Am I embracing air?• (p. 34), take 
on a defensive tone. He addresses imagined enemies who 
must be made to see the events leading up to Hugh's 
suicide from Cyril's point of view. The memories of 
the lovers' "brief season" (p. 17) do not follow a 
chronological order and the resulting temporal 
fragmentation serves as a constant reminder of Cyril's 
controlling s11bjectivity. The timeless quality of some 
sections indicates that the past for Cyril is at least 
as vibrant and real as the present, if not more so. The 
result is tha.t Cyril's journal reveals to the reader not 
only the man's story, but the man behind the story. His 
language provides the evidence with which the reader judges 
the validity of Cyril's vision of sex-singing in a seasonless 
Illyria. 
Hawkes writes in an essay introducing the last 
section of The Persona.I Voice, "For the contemporary 
writer the liberating processes of the imagination maj 
result in his discovery of characters closely resembling 
4 
the heroes, benevolent gu11es, destructive demons, or 
awe-inspiring gods that we find in myths, dreams, 
3 fantasies, and fairy tales.• Cyril, like Hawkes' 
contemporary writer,,mythologizes. He himself is the 
· god-like hero and Hugh is the demon. Cyril calls himself 
the ngodlike foreigner," who is 'too tall, too handsome, 
much too elegant and good natu~edn (p. 7). For his 
wife and mistress he is "the white bull brightly fired 
-in love's kiln' (p. 4), the •great white creature horned 
and mounted on a trim little golden sheep" (p. 2). He 
is •a tall and heavy stranger in white shorts on a violet 
tennis cou:rt" (p. 2), or 11 asteady, methodical, undesigning 
lover• (p. 11) who knows the appeal of his voice, 
8 filled with -the honeyed sweetness of the golden lion 
or white porcelain bull" (p. 6). 
Cyril believes ffthat the gods fashion us to 
spread the legs of woman. • • often and easily, humbly, 
deliberatelya (p. 2). His sexuality is part of his 
aesthetic sense, demanding that he ncomplete the picture• 
by joining "loin to loin" (p. 2). He has schooled himself 
all his life in the art of "deciphering the crucial 
signs of sex 11 (p. 203) and has developed a theory of 
love's •1yricism•: "To young detractors I will say only 
that if orgasm is the pit of the fruit then lyricism 
5 
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is its flesh" (p. 210). He denies that- h~ has ever 
felt jealousy or suffered "sexual possessiveness, the 
shock of aesthetic greed, th~ 011e that greases most 
matrimonial bonds, the rage and fear that shrivels your l 
o:1~dinary man at the first hint of the obvious multiplicity 
o,.f love" (pp. 57-58) o He is happily passive in the hands 
of Love, "the artistic arbiter of all our lives" (p. 55), 
who "weaves its own tapestry, spins i t:S: ·o.wn golden 
thread• {p. l)o He takes pleasure in his "very nearly 
aesthetic memory" (p. 4), his "clairvoyance" (p. J6), 
his "self-understanding," and "ability to expose the 
logic sewn into the seams of almost all of our precious 
sequences of love and friendship" (p. 96). His privileged 
·position as Love's "own faithful sex-singer" (p. 3) 
entitles him to an occasional "mysterious medallion, 
a good omen" (p. 15) sent by the "sylvan sources" (p. 143). 
Cyril I s mastery of sex tableaux and his aesthetic interest 
in "coherence and full circles'' (p. 225) make him the 
"conscience and consciousness" (p. 134) of the quaternion 
and "supportive" (p. 138) in his relationship with Fiona. 
This much we know from what Cyril tells us about himself. 
Cyril says that Hugh is "tormented, tempestuous, 
unreasonable" (p. 58), all qualities the opposite of Cyril's 
characteristics. "He was capable of greed and shame and 
6 
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j"-ealousy" (p. 58), three emot·i.ons Cyril eschews. · Cyril 
contrasts even their appearances. Though Hugh is tall, 
he is angular and thin, while Cyril is heavy with 
"large funnel-shaped" (p. 36) thighs. Hugh's face is 
weathered but gray and 'pebbled" like stone (p. 31), · 
not tanned like Cyril's. Hugh has black curly hair and 
a beard; Cyril has blond hair and no beard. Hugh always 
dresses in blue-black bell-bottoms and swims in "loose 
gray trunks like undershorts" (p. 37); Cyril wears a 
variety of clothes in different colors including a 
bright yellow shirt, one of Fiona's favorites, and swims 
in ~agenta trunks as sparse and thick and elastic as an 
athletic supporter 11 (p. 37). Cyril summarizes the difference 
between them: "He was black wnile I was gold" (p. 118). 
Cyril associates Hugh with the forces of 
darkness from the early canal scene. Hugh comes from 
across the "same mountains once crossed by the barbarians" 
(p. 34) and through the "fetid" (p. 26) waters of a 
canal "that had once been choked with the bodies of dead 
barbarians" (p. 29). He wades waist deep through the 
"stinking depths of the timeless pestilential canal" (p. 26), 
his weight supported by a "hard bed of excrement" (p. 28), / 
/ 
to stand beside Cyril and Fiona dripping and stinking 
with 0 the very smell of time" (p. 29). Cyril's imagery 
,1 
connects the canal and Hugh with time· and death. 
-Cyril's memory shows Hugh floundering in 
excrement a second time, "inching his knees across the 
carpet of sheep droppings" (p. 64). Busch observes that 
Hawkes has established a pattern beginning with his 
early novels of coupling death and excrement which he 4 followed in the canal scene and may be following here 
though the only references to· death are the "dying" rose" 
(p. 63) smell of' ·the barn and the dog's skeleton suspended 
over the haystack (p. 59). Again Hugh is in the company 
of "barbaric strains" (p. 62) in the person of Rosella, 
"whose origins lie in historical darkness beyond. the 
mountains" (p. 68). The word "barbaric,. suggests to Cyril 
primitive backwardness and an "outlandish and • 
crippling version of a moral code" {p. 62-63). 
• • 
In this 
scene Cyril assigns to Hugh animal-like movements, such 
·,, as "writhing, jerking the camera to and from his face, 
lying on his back and with his sharp heels and single 
elbow propelling himself about in crablike motions" (p. 69). 
Earlier he is "oddly s tre-t ched out in a. nearly horizontal 
position • • • crouching, inching to and fro at the girl's "I 
feetn (p. 65). Both Cyril and Rosella are sensitive to 
the power of the man and camera. Hugh positions Rosella 
against a beam "with little more than his own intensity 
s . 
.. , 
and the aim of the c~mera" (p. 63). Cyril recalls Hugh's 
drinking from a __ wineskin as "exhibitionist .•. as if 
' 
he were an indelicate disheveled god in the act of 
fprcing some invisible monster to send down its urine• 
(p. 65). To intimidate Rosella into disrobing, he ooints 
at her boots and coat "with one terrible extended finger 
••• at the same time using tongue and teeth to produce 
a cadenced clicking sound of austere disapproval and even, 
perhaps, of anger• (p. 66). The combination of animal 
and god images in Cyril's portrait attributes to Hugh 
a_bestial, even satanic, potential. 
Hugh's aggressiveness in the photographing 
episode is as much sexual as artistic. He calls his 
photographing expeditions "his field trips into the old 
world of sex" (p. 60). The camera becomes an extension 
of his person, "once mo:re substituting its cyclopian lens 
for his eyes and nose" (P. 69). When Hugh falls moaning 
to the floor, Cyril first considers the possibility of 
a "pseudosexual climax resulting, say, fr~ the many 
photographs he had taken of a girl who was, after all, 
"' young, naked and a stranger to us both" (p. 71). As Busch 
-- 5 
says, Hugh ac--hieves his sex seconc.ijland through the camera. 
The aesthetic sexuality Cyril achieves in the symmetry 
of his sex tableaux, such as the grouping of th~-foursome 
··~. 
on the beac·h in ,t,.he orange sunset, Hugh s·tri ves for· ·on·1y· 
on film. Busc.h ·a.lso suggests that Hugh's amputated arm 
. 6 
~-yrnbolizes his self-castrating attitude toward sex, which 
means the "twitching stump" (po 65) is part or the sexual 
imagery of the scene, as the language itself suggests 
and explains the attention given it by Cyril. The girl's 
eyes · are fixed on the "excited and suddenly gesticulating 
remnant of his ruined arm" (p. 64). Cyril notices that 
Hugh's stump "though held tightly to the side of his body, 
[is) impatient to wag, to flex, to rise into action" (p. 65)0 
Hugh exhibits a crude, animalistic, self-absorbed 
sexual passion. The girl is his prey. "'Let's hunt her 
down'" {p. 59), he says to Cyril. In the later arbor 
'" confrontation when Hugh has finally awakened to the fact 
that Cyril is making nightly visits to Catherine, Hugh 
describes their love-making as he sees it in the coarsest 
terms: "'Some men would suck all the eggs in sight, if 
they could'" and "'You've been trying to get into my wife 
.. 
e:ver since that damn bus went off· tbe: r-oad '" (p·. 243). 
He envisions Cyril "1in the nude and. crawling all over 
:.my· .marriage I u (p. 244).. Cyril take.s. th·e sa-me !'acts as · 
evidence of himself as a considerate, self-controlled, 
determined but genteel lover·. 
'· 
7 Busch believes that Hugh stands for non-sexuality, 
1.·.o 
~ . .:,,. 
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which is correct in that Hugh refuses to satisfy his 
desire for Fiona. He actually stands for sexuality aggravated 
by frustration ~nd guilt. The imagery of the photographing 
scene as well as the scene where Hugh masturbates on the 
beach indicate .a sex drive the equal of Cyril's. Furthermore 
Hugh is consistently associated with goats, traditionally 
lusty animals. His face is "goatishn (p. 31); "his hand 
leapt suddenly like the small invisible white goat" inside 
Catherine's madras bathing halter (p~ 91); when a real 
goat miraculously appears on the beach, Hugh "danced his 
soaring stiff-legged dance" with it; the blithe goat-girl 
in the mountains recognizes the goat in Hugh's face (po 145}, 
while he laughs at an "unnaturally distended old goat" 
eating olive leaves on its back legs (p. 142). Nor is 
Hugh's affinity with goats inconsistent with the fact 
that they are members of Cyril's mental sexual menagerie. 
Cyril explains that "Hugh ·was also a sex-singer of sorts," 
entitling him to a preference for goats. Hugh transforms 
the goats into something other than Cyril intends by them: 
"But in Hugh's dry mouth our lovely song became a shriek" (p. 58). 
The quarrel between Cyril and Hugh stems from 
their contradictory ideas on the meaning of sexual intercourse. 
Cyril regards sex as an instinctive acting-out of an 
aesthetic and sensual appreciation of the human body, 
• 
11 
-1 
a..lways commendable if it results in mutual satisfaction, 
' } 
wr1ile Hugh manifests an aggressive, self-centered attitude, 
making sex a test of 'virility that demands the conquest 
of its victim and· borders.on violation. Hugh calls his 
desire "lust" (p. 251), unmasking h·is ·guilt, and describes 
it as a severe pain: "burning" (p. 247), "the point of 
i' 
the pike in the scrotum" (p. 247), and "drawing fire into 
ffh~ large intestine through a straw" (p. 58). Cyril says, 
"this pain, at least, is a pa.in I have never known" ( p. 58) • 
. Hugh reaches -the peak of his power when he leads· 
th~ fbursome into the dark, foul-smelling depths of the 
fortress's .. dungeon. As in earlier scenes, we see Hugh 
·\· 
in a da:rk place-, smelling of ex9rement and associated 
with barbarians. Like the canal, the anci·ent fortress 
:st'an:d·s for historical time and, because o·f -its tomb-like 
construction, for death. Cyril calls it a "crypt" (p. 195), 
and Catherine says they are "'buried alive•" (p. 202). 
Hugh reveals a single-minded obsessive drive to get to 
the bottom of the dungeons. Cyril suspects that he is 
"more than oblivious" (p. 196) to Fiona's fears and Catherine's 
antagonism and eve-n 'to Cyril I s support. Cyril sees as 
an exa.mple of Hug:h's destructive influence his reduction 
of Fiona to a "lifeless and sainted fixture in his mental 
museum 
11 
( p. 201). Cyril I s memory invests Hugh with a 
death-wielding pow.er even over ·ttre :m:o-s:t' :s:·p.lr-i t-ed and youthful 
member of the foursome. Fiona lies 'on. tht~ stones "like . . . . . . 
the remains of some lady saint stretdhed he~d to toe on 
her tomb" (p. 201). 
Cyril seems to win the contest between guiltless 
sex-singing and righteous, tormented self-denial. In the 
face-off in the arbor, Cyril, characteristically, avoids 
a physical encounter, even though Hugh expects one. He 
seems to persuade Hugh with words and patience to rid 
himself of his "unhappy load" (p. 250), for the morning 
after we gaze with Fiona and Cyril through the bedroom 
doorway at .Hugh asleep in their bed, "coiled like .a naked 
spring and covered with the lip-marks of Fiona's kisses" 
(p. 260). Even Hugh's- suicide fails to threaten Cyril's 
confidence in the rightness of multiple love because he 
accepts no responsibility for Hugh's self-destruction. 
H:e feels no culpability for the pain he causes Hugh by 
sleeping with Catherine: "' • • • your defeat, chagrin, 
antagonism--whatever you feel--is your responsibility, 
not mine'" (p. 247). In respect to Hugh's death, he insists 
on his innocence. Speaking to Catherine, he says, "It 
was not our shared love that had triggered Hugh's catastrophe 
• • • • Hugh's deat.h· hinged only on himself• (p. 211). 
Cyril I s sexual ae_stheticism denies the existence of lust, 
13 
pain, and self-torment. 
... 
Cyril, however, is not entirel.y immune to the 
emotions that drive ·Hugh's repressive temperament. He 
discovers a feeling of empathy with Hugh on their descent 
into the fortress dungeons. He is fully sensitive to 
the ominous, penitential aspect of the ruins. He identifies 
"that unspectacular and essentially uninteresting r11in 
with the dark caves of the heart" (p. 189) and still allies 
himself with Hugh, expressing his eagerness for continuing 
downward against their wives' protestations. Upon 
discovery of the ehlstity belt Cyril feels the disconcerting 
inconsistency of his sharing with Hugh full knowledge of 
the function of the iron relic while he has all his life 
ustood for sensuous rationality" (p. 203) and taken pride 
in protecting Fiona from everything disagr:eeable." He 
even feels as if his knowledge implicates him in Hugh's 
outrageous theft (p. 204). Cyril's half-hearted and 
embarrassing, though temporary, alignment with Hugh is 
-graphicall.y. demonstrated in a tableau of Hugh's construction. 
Hugh places: the iron belt on the remains of "the al tar 
of the fallen pediment" (p. 206), places his foot on the 
stone and his elbow on his raised knee, leaning toward 
the prize. , Cyril strikes the same position on the opposite 
side of the pediment. Catherine and Fiona slowly mo~e 
14 
:1:n making a circle ·aro·und the al tar. Cyril, the rna.st:Etr 
of these~ ·mbleau, allows himself in this instance to 
be guided by ·Hugh and subjected with Fiona and Catherine 
to. the "dead breath 6f denial" (p. 196). 
Cyril makes a. more overt admission of cornpli city 
with Hugh when removi·ng the chastity belt from Catherine:, 
'8:':. 
"In all my strength and weight I was not so very different 
from Hugh after all •••• I realized that Hugh's despairing 
use of that iron belt must have occa.sioned a moment more 
genuinely erotic than any he had known with Catherine, 
with his nudes, or in his dreams of Fiona" (pp. 256-257). 
These realizations, however, effect no change 
in Cyril's behavior or point of view. The eroticism of 
the belt stimulates a particularly tempestuous love scene, 
after which Cyril says, "'Tomorrow I guess we'll have to 
get Hugh into the water'" (p. 258). Beach idyls are under 
Cyril's control; he is reasserting his leadership over 
the foursome. Hugh has fa.iled inhibit Cyril's sexual 
'--
activity; the paJJ. oost by the chastity belt is dispelled. 
Cyril makes .one far more fleetin·g and obscure 
<to·nfession which takes on much grea te·.r signif.icance if 
, .. ' 
seen in the context of Cyril's imagery. Cyril is walking 
through the town with Cat-herine recently returned from 
her isolation in the sanctuary. Looking for encouraging 
15 
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:·fit .. gn_s of ·._h,er ·r.°f3.neWeJi affection., Cyr1·1. says, "At leas.:t 
J~-.fre :was wearing·. h.e-r pea-green s-1.acks • • • exactl·y·. 
' 
. 
as if ••• we, the four of ·qs, had yet to follow the 
.~ngular black-haire·d shepherd into.the still grove 
·.and then beyond to sun, sea, joyous ruins, long nights, 
·dist~nt piping'' (p. 122). Who is the "angular black-haired 
shepherd" whom Cyril, the self-appointed spiri.tual leader 
o.f the quaternion, momentarily acknowledges a .. s th·e real 
:g11tde? The frequent appearance of the word "angular" to 
.describe Hugh would indicate that~ Cyril briefly recognizes 
t·he superior power of Hugh's dark vis.ion of neg~tion and 
its disintegrating influence ·On t·he four·some: •. There is, 
however, a second character· in the :r1ov.el who shares many 
cf Hugh's characterlsti.cs and wp:o- r·:its Cyril• s description 
on one key point. The shepherd ··who joins the funeral 
on the beach is black-haired and has an "angular gait" (p. 222). 
More important is the fact that, having filled in the dog's 
grave, the shepher-d takes a. wooden pipe from his pocket 
and plays "his endless frail tune into the approaching 
night" (p. 227). In Cyril's mind,. for a moment at least, 
the shepherd's "faint piping" (p. 227) is the sound that 
accompanies his memory of the time spent in Hugh's company. 
This is Cyril's darkest confession, for the wandering 
• 
-7 
shepherd is associated in Cyril's mind even more directly 
,. 
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with death than is Hugh.· . 
The shepherd's appearance is immediately greeted 
with fea.r. Hugh clenches his fist and says, "'We've got 
to get rid of him, boy. Send him off.'R Catherine holds 
close her "small and obviously frightened girls." Cyril 
judges from his appearance that he "may not be quite right 
in the head" (po 222) and that they had better not offend 
him. When the stranger steps forward to shake hands with 
Cyril and Hugh, Cyril realizes that he means to say, " 
, he also knew i,1ha t it was like to bury children • • • • 
Only death mattered. He had joined us only because of 
the coffin" (p. 224). Cyril I s memory of the funeral 
centers around the shepherd's commanding presence. He 
notices that the grave is "fringed ••• with the deep 
fresh impressions of the shepherd's feet." Cyril is 
aware of only the sotlnd of Hugh I s breathing and 11 across 
0 • • 
tl1e open grave the white face of the shepherd" (p. 225). 
Significa.1'ltly the shepherd takes Cyril's place at the 
shovel and attracts Meredith's obvious admiration of a 
"performance" which Cyril admits he "would surely not 
have attempted" (p. 226). Meredith had not wanted Cyril 
even to come to the funeral. The shepherd remains playing 
his pipe over the grave after the others have drifted 
.,., toward home. The black-haired shepherd replaces both 
17 
liu·g:h. ,at.J:tl Cyril as t:h::e controll-ing figure. 
The shepherd is linked with Hugh by their 
:$ .. __ i:m:i.la:r· a_ppearance (Fiona~ whispers, " 'Hugh, baby, ' • • • 
1 he looks like you'" p.[22]), and by their sexuality. 
Tl'Eshepherd is naked under his worn-out black suit-coat 
and. stares at Fiona in what Hugh judges to be an offensive 
manne:r: "'Look at the way your shephe·r,q. :·i·s staring at Fiona, 
boy. I don't like it'" (p. 224). Cyril frequently couples 
death and sex: in Hugh's person, in the shepherd's person, 
·in his vivid recognition that _Hugh buries his dog on the 
.exact spot where Hugh "had once sprawl~d dreaming his 
.naked dream" ( p. 216). This means that Crvil 1s insistence "' . 
on sexual n1yricisrn 11 is not only a defe·nse against Hugh's 
suggested (but only acted out through a camera) violent 
seduction and accusations of "dirty nest., (p. 175), but 
also a defense against death. Cyril's fear of being flung 
into "some greasy white-tiled pit of naked sex-offenders" 
(p. 36) is not only a fear of sexual perversion and 
molestation but also a fear of death and annihilation. 
In the person of the shepherd, Cyril acknowledges 
his fear of ydeath as he never· allows himself to do when 
speaking of Hugh. Though Hugh's temperament is consistently 
described as death-se~king, dark, and repressive, Cyril 
keeps him at a distance by treating him with love, humor, 
) 
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:·and patience. He watches Hugh's influence work on Fiona, 
., 
bu.t believes that he resists submission to it himself. 
= His image of the foursome following the "angular black-
haired shepherd" reveals that, for all his talk of sex 
idyls, Cyril experiences weak moments when he remembers 
the period of their friendship asa walk through the 
v·alle:y of death, and Cyril is afraid. 
A man who fears death is a man who sees ·remi·nders 
·yof time's desolation everywhere~- .Almost every epi~ode 
contains its reference to t_he= e'f·fec·t of passing time. 
At the sanctuary Cyril notices, ·c~,tr1er·1ne's :tt.·t-h:i.ghs sorne-wha·t 
·f.ail.1-en and still minutely ra1·11ng, spreading from c:la.ss.ic·al. 
l1nes" (p. 9): the o:rc:3.:nge. beach-idyl begins, "The sun w.a.s 
setting, sinking to its· pr~destined death" (p. 37); RoseJ1a 
and Cyril hunt for sna·ils E1J11o·n-g "·dead s·tems" and "decomposin.g 
s.t·o_ne" (p. 47); lying on t.he: beach resting,·his: hE3ad on 
-<Ja:th.erine 's hand, Cyril ponde.rs on the "inev.i_table nemesis" 
(-p._ 88); he frequently focu·se-s att·e.ntt:on. -on his "midd.le-
ag;ed. body" (pp. 80, 95, &.129);: 'WEft·ch·irig the new fishing 
·boat being launched, he imag.ines it re-duced "to nothing 
more than a few cracked wo·oden ribs half buried in sand" 
(p. lJO). He also knows that, paradoxically, time can 
be suspended. A harmonious moment can be created whioh 
transcends passing time; an idyl can be preserved subjectively. 
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Cyril counteracts time's movement with his sensitivity 
to aesthetic sex tableaux: four nude peop~e standing in 
a whitewashed little chapel that looks as if it were 
"left to dry out forever" (p. 321) on the shores of the 
"timelessu (p. 2JO) island. On another occasion Rosella's 
gesture of "~aking] hold of one of her breasts, appear{ing} 
to squeeze it, then dropJ'.Fng) her harid" (p. 68) works to 
remind him of wives and children 1vaving good-by an hour 
earlier. The girl's sagging breasts "complemented" the 
domesticity of the "leave-taking scene," and the two 
separate scenes telescope into a timeless moment: 
"How they complemented each other, this gi-rrl we had conducted 
into a near-empty barn and this prior vision, our suddenly 
present bird song of domesticity embedded in the flank 
of collapsing time" (p. 68). As in a double exposure, 
the time difference between the two shots is obliterated. 
Cyril's being able to position an event on his love 
tapestry, that is,_ to recognize an event as within the 
realm of lyrical love, lends it permanency. He sees 
himself and Catherine "standing together in time as two 
i 
large white graceful beasts might stand permanently together 
in an empty field" (p. 121). The image of the rabbit's 
sable-colored head on Catherine's shoulder makes a "brief 
oortion of Cyril's old tapestry that would now undulate, 
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forever, I thought, i<Jith · gentle yet indestructible life" 
( p. 80). 
Busch points out that Cyril's wavering between 
an awareness of passing time and claims of timelessness 
8 
accounts for the "contra,nuntal element of the novel." ~ 
• The timelessness of Illyria is broken repeatedly hy time 
and-death. Busch believes Cyril's need for Catherine to 
be the main cause of his contradictxr.y·views. Because 
he wants~Catherine to return to him, he must deal with 
the past. She is the spirit of timeless Illyria. Her 
return will mRke Illyria the way it was before, but she 
must be·wooed with a review of the past. Cyril is trapped 
into inRisting on timelessness while admitting time's 
9 - 10 
ravages. Thus the 11ovel is a "dialectic of time." 
Cyril says both "at the height of our season Fiona and 
Hugh were almost forty" (p. 16) and "In Illyria there 
are no seasons" (p. 271). Busch sta.tes that the tension 
between these two contradictory statements is the tensi~ 
of the novel and the source of the novel's energy. It 
is also, as Busch points out, the definition of Cyril's 
character. He holds both poi~ts of view in his mind at 
once. Busch gives other examples; "I always found in 
Fiona's mouth a special taste of mint tinged with that 
faint suggestion of decay which I drew each time from 
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the very roots of her perfect teeth" (p. 35). Decay 
. 11 
and perfection in the same tooth. Cyril is the kind of 
man who can say, "the -empty path. : • stretched endlessly 
from villa to villa" (p. 154). 
Busch cites Cyril's need for Catherine as 
the motivation for his probing into the past, but actually 
the reverse seems more accurate: Cyril's need to relive 
the idyls of the foursome demands Catherine's presence. 
The two desires are at least mutually dependent. Cyril 
insists that Catherine join him in a recapitulation of 
the past: "I have made it plain to Catherine that it is 
a good idea for the two of us to poke around, as I put 
it, in the remains of my tapestryu (p. 167). The memories· 
are not forced on him as Busch suggests, nor do they 
destroy Illyria. They are Cyril's route to regaining 
Illyria. They necessarily link the past and the future. 
Cyril expects to reweave timeless Illyria by positioning 
his memories on his tapestry, by finding their loca.tions 
on the "map of Love, 11 by'viewing each experience solely 
through the eyes of a sex aesthetician. 
The recognition of Cyril as a m~n painfully 
aware of time's destructive passing leads to a. ruller 
understanding of Cyril's reasons for writing. He is 
not simply making himself comfortable with his remembrances 
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He is proving his existence. Hugh's ha.nging and Fiona's 
desertion have left a legacy of death and soli tt1d.e that 
threatens his belief in love and coherence and himself: 
"Am. I dying? Already dead?" (po 35). If the reader 
returns to this early questj_on after discovering the 
underside of Cyril's mind, hera9.lizes that Cyril literally 
,, 
is considering the possibility of the annihilation of 
his personality. He has always claimed "memory and 
clairvoyance" as key ingredients of his identity, and 
proof of his existence. He has only memories and habits 
with which to bridge the gap between past loves and hoped-
for future loves. Solitude tests the validity of these 
supports: "Arn I embracing air? Could that be all? ••• 
Are memory and clairvoyance mere twin languorous drafts 
of rose-tinted air?" (pp. 34-35). The novel as a record 
of the past affirms his determination to establish the 
reality of his memories. The continuance of his habits 
after Hugh's death indicates his insistence on seeing 
himself as a sex aesthetician. He is not dead but .. 
dorma.nt. The white bull lies temporarily in a n golden 
stall ••• dreaming" (p. J6). Although he has no one 
with whom to play the grape-tastine game, he can kiss 
his mimosa tree and see dead Hugh and missing Fiona 
making love in the form of two dark blue game birds. 
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He states his faith 8t the opening of the novel: ''Yes, 
in visits and habits I tell myself and my indifferent 
-I 
and backward world that thls abandoned man survives the 
period of his uselessness, that no catastrophe can destroy 
true elegance" (p. 4). The ability to continue in the 
present the habits of living and thinking from the past 
makes real what he was and possible what he will be. 
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Chapter Two 
Cyril's mythology externalizes evil, finding 
it in both people and places outside himself. 
way he keeps it at- a distance from himself. 
In this 
Irt Cyril's 
eyes Hugh exhibits self-destructive passions; the shep-
herd on the beach embodies death; the fortress dungeons 
symbolize the "dark caves of the heart" (p.189). Cyril 
is eager to avoid the dark passions, the man., and the 
place. The two times in which Cyril finds evidence of 
Hugh's grim tendencies within himself stand out because 
he has made the distinction between himself and Hugh so 
definite. He consistently aligns himself with life, 
love, and goodness, relegating death and darkness to 
people and places separate from himself • The. landscape 
. itself reflects Cyril's separation of good and evil: 
1viy slow bike ride takes me from the villa where 
I live by choice with Rosella, through the poor 
coastal village with its ruined aqueduct and 
small houses of charred bone (that wet dark 
., place always fetid with the faint bulbous 
aroma of sewer gas still rising rrom the deep 
pits dug by ancient barbarians), then out of 
the darkness and up the crusted slope of the 
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l';i:Jll and on to these white Moorish buildings · 
and clean fat women and stubby men lolling in 
their constricting uniforms. The same each 
week, from dead snails and sediment and the 
stately gloom of the fUi."1.eral cypresses to the 
sudden light, peace, charm of t.his walled 
sanctuary. {p. 5) 
Though Cyril generally sees the sanctuary as light in 
contrast to the dark town, in a fuller description he 
includes its colors: a yellow fountain, orange sand, 
and blue tile roofs. The courtyard of the dark 
fortress is colorful, but the pink is II intestinal/' 
the orange is "lurid,n and the purple is "lifeless." 
Cyril I s response to the f Prtr.ess as an evil place 
. . . 
makes its coloring appear an. ·"unnatural • . • dis-
colorationn (p. 192). 
·The sky over the .fortress is 
a "vacant blue," while the pale blue of the sanctuary's 
tile roofs suggests "a bright powdery fusion of sky, 
sea, [and]child 1 s eye" (p. 5). Since the sanctuary 
harbors Cyril's last mistress, his hoped-for ruture 
companion, the blue looks "livelyn (p. 5) instead of 
"vacant." Cyril sees the sanctuary as "antithetical 
to the brambles and broken tiles or the primitive land-
scape above which it is set" (p. 5), a landscape that 
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includes town, chapel, rortress, and twin villas 
separated by "funeral cypresses." He feels sur-
rounded by alien people and places. The~only place 
that corresponds in atmosphere to the ·peaceful sane-r . 
tuary is tne white-walled island chapel, the fitting 
site of one or Cyril's most idyllic memories. 
The town, where, appropriately, Hugh hanged 
himself, exemplifies for Cyril its inhabitants' narrow 
superstitious attitudes in the "dismal lal>yrinth" (p. 24) 
,or narrow streets, the "cups filled with poison • • • 
S:Elt· out on empty window ledges and in empty doorways" 
(.pp. 23-24), and the sewage-smelling canal. The 
inimical townspeople are all "squat," the men dressed 
i11 "rubber boots and crude black leather helmets" (p.23). · 
They suffer, Cyril says, from "abnormal attitudes born of 
the bad blood carried to this warm coast centuries before . I,··, 
from central Europe" (p. 27) and from "some congenital 
rasping respiratory disease" (p. 30). They speak a 
"harsh unimaginative language" (p. 6), limited apparently 
to two phrases, "croak :eeonie" and "crespi faga5.n The 
firemen are "lunging turtlesn (p. 27), "brute-backed" 
,. ':(p • .30) , and n stunted" (p. 32) • Cyril's harsh picture 
o:f the village results in part from his sensitivity to 
t::t.Je :supposed disapproval of the villagers. Even though 
'he :c~:c,nsiders himself and Fiona to be god-like strangers 
,,. 
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among the peasants, he urges the oblivious Fiona to button 
her coat against hostile stares. 
as potentially dangerous. 
He views the villagers 
Cyril's mentally externalizing evil provides him 
with a method for fighting it~ Since evil is something 
' ' 
apart from Cyril and since.he is so thoroughly committed on 
principle to non-violence that he regrets winning an Indian 
wrestling match, he follows a plan of inaction when faced 
with.trouble. His confidence in himself as a bulwark of 
right-thinking leads him to believe that he can shed evil off 
his person, dissolving its effect bv his mere presence. He 
withstands the knocks of circ~stances with the same practiced 
passivity with which he submits to Love's weavings. (His 
participation in the discovery of Hugh's body is an excepti6n 
to his usual behavior. He is, in that case, goaded into ac-
tion only by his belief that Fiona needs protection.) Cyril's 
faith in passive resistance is shown in a brief symbolic scene 
I' 
\) 
involving an eagle and the dawn. The bird aDnears in the 
"~ ,-l,, 
pre-dawn sky, looking to Cyril II stark, unruffJe d, quite al one, 
a featureless image of ancient stres1gth anQ. unappeased ap-
petite .•• but also sinister, a kind of totemic particle 
dislodged from the uninhabited hills and toneless light" 
(p. 138). Cyril imagines it a "sign11 (P. 138), 11 a 
deliberate herald of the rich desolation that lay before 
us 
• • • . a reminder or the terror that once en-
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gulfed the barbarians and from which Hugh, for instance, 
.J.. • , 1 was s 011. not free" (p. 139). L · The sky beyond it is 
black and "irill11mann (p. 138) and the hills below it are 
n 1 i k e di s t fu'1. t burial mo lli"'l d s" ( p • 13 9 ) • 
clearly for Cyril a symbol of darkness. 
Tne eagle is 
'-' 
As the foursome wait and watch, the scene sud-
der.J.y changes. Cyril explains that "the faceless eagle 
heralds not only the breath of dead kings but the sunrise." 
The black sky is abruptly nttirned orange" and the dark hills 
lighten to green with distinguishable fields, trees, and 
huts. Cyril:. says, nThe. cold air grew warm, tne eagle sud-
denly glided dowrrward to the east a:-id was gone, simply gone. 
The day was oursn (p. 139). Light overwhel~s the dark 
power. The eagle disappears as if chased away by the sud-
den orange sunlight. He departs "simplyn with no struggle 
and no lasting effects, and the two couples benefit be-
cause thev wait trustingly for the return of the sun. t;,,,; '-""' ~...., 
Black and silver change to orange and gold as if so~eone had 
flipped a switch or had quit Hugh's way of thinking for 
Cyrilts. With the eagle's denarture, the foursome come '-' ... 
into possesaion of the day, relinquished oy a sinister force 
into their waiting hands. Furthermore, the eagle trans-
forms itself, according to Cyril's vision, into a flock of 
nlong-haired sern.idomesticated" (p. l40) goats, and the 
quotidian world resumes. The day rewards their passivity. 
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The dBrkness sirply goes away. 
If the dawn's conquering thA eagle is Cyril's view 
of the clynamics of good and evil, the launc_hing of the new 
fishing boat is Hawkes•. By treating th8 imagery of this 
section as nart of the whole novel's imagery, the reader can 
recognize a significance in the events beyond Cyril 1:s 
understanding and hear the author's voice behind the narrator's. 
Though Cyril gives us the words with wl1ich to analyze the 
episode, it is possible for the re8d8r to come. away with an 
interpretation that differs Cyril's. Cyril sees the ceremony 
as a celebration of his ~tarting over'' with Catherine. It 
reminds him of a wedding with procession, priest, music, bride, 
and bouquet. Cyril identifies with the husband. He feels as 
if all the commotion were revolving around the two couples 
and warms toward Ca.therine: 11 I h-new th.at my voice v,ras exactly 
as audible to Catherine as it was to me, as if all those · 
.. other sounds (water, m11sic, lc1boriol1.S breothing, grinding 
of wood on wood) were only a silence for me to fill or 
existed 011ly tha.t Cat11erine and I rnight lister1 rnore attentively 
to v,1hat each of us hacl to say" (p. 131). Tr:oug-h Catherine 
replies, "'Not ours' 11 to Cyril's question, n 1Doesn't it 
ren1ind you of a 1,.redding?, ' 11 (~yril feels a.s if 11e has been 
reunited wit~, or remarried to Catherine. Her renewed 
ff t • - ... ~ T d • • th t b a ec 10n proves her curea. ~a 1ng 1n £e wa er ears a 
suggestion of a second ceremony, that of baptism. Catherine 
.. , 
,(·, , .. + .• · 
has been reborn from her death-like seclusion in the sane-
tuary. The crowds and the gaiety revitalize her bonds 
with living humanity. 
Cyril experiences a special cornmunion with the 
"old goat-faced man" (p. 128). The three of them drink 
together, toasting the boat, and Cyril is convinced that 
the old man has "read Catherine's past and mine in the very 
shape of our middle-aged bodies'' (p. 129). Cyril imagines 
him the "friendly guide" in their private celebration where 
priest and crowd are extra: ttthat white boat was moving only 
for t}1e sake of Catherine, me, and for one agile and ageless 
village elder obviously deformed at birth" {p. 130). The 
deformity reminds us of the old man's barbaric origins, which 
would ordinarily be cause for deprecating abuse, but Cyril Q 
is much too caught up in the restival spirit to be critical. 
In fact he concludes the section: ,t At last, I thought, we 
had come under the aegis of the little crouching goat-raced 
man half naked at the- end of the day. VVhat more could we 
ask? 11 (p. 133) • Cyril enjoys the eroticism of the naked 
old man balancing on the gunwal.e. ::;of his boat: "his sha·nks 
were dripping, his buttocks were,dripping, his obviously 
unspent passion was hanging down and rotating loosely like 
a tongue of flamen (p. · 133). The setting sun turns the 
water, the white boat, and the old man's nakedness to a 
brilliant orange, a color that~recalls the earlier sex tableau 
I ·-
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where the sun tinted Catherine's and Fiona's naked 
breasts orange as a promise of the "unlimited supply 
of dying suns and crescent moons" (p. 45) that Cyril is 
confident lay ahead of the foursome. As in the beach 
scene, Cyril is again optimistic concerning his relation-
ship with Catherine. Their sexless marriage will develop 
into a love affair such as they had at the time of the 
idyllic beach episode. 
The old man, Cyril's nguide," is, however, an 
ambiguous figu.re. He is, like Hugh, n goat-faced.'' The 
comparison of .Hugh with a goat has earlier been shown to 
be an indication of his regarding sex as a battle in which 
man must be aggressive and ·possessive .. to the point of 
anima.listic crudity. The account of the old man's excited 
behavior resulting from the waves lifting and floating the 
boat, shows that this goat-man shares some of Hugh's atti-
tudes. The procession with all its ingredients of a wed-
ding, which Cyril construes into his own spirit11al wedding 
with Catherine, ends with t~e old man "ready to take pos-
session of what was his 11 (p. 132). If it were only a boat 
involved, this language would be harmless, but the reader 
has been prepared by Cyril's warnings against possessive 
love, and the white boat has been portrayed as a bride. If 
one ~ollows the imagery, Cyril identifies with a husband 
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.who ·tak:e·s possession of his bride as his property. Further-
-mor.e the white flowers, which Cyril sees as a brid.efs bouquet, 
a~:e, '-' snatched :·~wayn and "f'lung • • • orf to fl·oat bereft and 
abandoned on the surface of the deep-. sea tinted with blood" 
( p. 132) • The flowers' rate suggests the loss of virginity 
and the end. of innocence. The abruptness connoted by the . 
. , 
words 11 snatched" and n flung" conveys a brutality in tl:te: o:J~:d 
' . 
man's actions, such as Cyril witl1 his gentility ancl considera-
tion would never use on a woman. Moreover, Cyril cherishes 
a womm 's innocence and believes in her ever renev.rable s~xual 
"·readiness" (p. 269). 
The old man recalls Hugh in o·-ther ways. He is 
nimpish, angular, energetic, indomitable" (p. 13) with "wiryn 
knees that are "insensitive to pain." He works himself into 
a state of"frenzy and. determination" (p. 133). Hugh, in his 
'photographing Ro-sella and his descent into the .-.:r·ortress ·dun--
::g·eons, is frenzied, insensitive to :his- pai.n and others, and 
driven by a compulsion the equaJ. of the old man's enthusiasm, 
·wh·i.ch. :p-rt>_peis him up out o:f ··s.houlder-deep water to b.alance on 
the boat I s gunwales. Cyril glories in the old man's per-
for:mance, while. :he c·ompares Hugh at the pe-ak of his excitement 
to an "in.o.e·l·icat:e. disheveled -god" (p. 65) and a crab (p •. 69) •. 
·,c:yril- i.tt so relieved and joyful at Catherine's re-
newed affect.ion that he does not experience hi_s 11:sual wary 
~ 
·ambivalence toward angular_, goatish men • He :ma.-kes no com-
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ment on the singularity of his joiriing with the diseased 
descendants of barbarians. This leads one to believe that 
Cyril ~s, to a degree, unaware of what he is telling us, 
. that Hawke"s is drarnatizing a truth behind Cyril's baclc, so 
to speal{. Hawkes' allowing his main character to blindly 
and uncharacteristically accept the o]d man as "guid.e" 
reveals the author's sympathy with both Cyril's and Hugh's 
interpretations of the sexual act. Sex is both celebration 
of the flesh and violation or the flesh. Cyril is fooling 
himself in his belief that sex is all lyricism. Putting 
aside "boring technicalities" (p. 268), as CJrril calls 
literal definitions of virginity, both innocence restored 
and innocence lost are true and coincidental. Of l1is first 
night with Catherine, Cy1")il recalls, "I tl1e \11 hite bull 
finally carried my now clamorous companion into a distant 
corner of the vast tapestry where only a little silvery spring 
lay waiting to restore virginity and quench thirst'' (p. 117). 
The second ti1ne arounc1 vvi t11 Catl1erine, C~rril eagerly identi-
fies wltl1 a goat-faced 1nan who flings tl1e symbolic 1.ivhi te 
flowers into "tl1e deep sea tinted witl1 bloodn (p. 132). 
Hawkes is telling the reader that Cyril i"s seducer as well .. 
· as ly1..,ici st, wl1etl1er he admits it or not. Paradoxically, 
one role does not cancel out the other. The same act bears 
both interpretations. Hugh is as nearsighted as Cyril, 
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and neither is wholly right or wrong. Though contra-
dietary, the two visions co-exist side-by-side and together 
make the greater truth. 
The one-sidedness ~oI' Cyril's sexual lyricism be-
cornes comically obvious in his excessivel::r romantic irr..a.ge: (,, 
"the s·udden new smell from the[rabbits~cage might have , 
burst fro111 the slit belly of a golden faun brought down by 
, 
a loving archeru {p. 80). His insistence on lyricism causes 
hi1n to picture th.e game birds' mating as a tt flying shield 
worthy of inclusion in the erotic dreams of the 1nost discrim-
inating o:f all sex-aestheticians" (p. ll~), even tho11gh the 
u small partner to1Jpled off tl1e ivall and half fell, half f'le\V 
down toward the burnt clay roofs of the village 11 (p. 15). 
Before leaving the boat-launching section, it 
should be pointed out that the scene may also be read as a 
coJTu~ent on life and death. ~he lubricant on the beams 
under the boat's keel is blood,· the "sur.fa.ce of the deep 
sea. [1s] tinted with blood, 11 11the orange sun came down, 
coagulated" (p. 132) like blood. The old man's face is 
"contorted in both grief and joy" (p. 132) as if he shared 
Cyril's vision in which the entrance into life signals ap-
proaching death. Cyril, characteristically, imagines the 
boat reduced "to nothing more than a few cracked wooden ribs 
half buried in sand" {p. 130) at the same moment that the 
·villagers are pushing it across the sand into the sea, sig-
·· · naling the beginning of its life as a fishing boat. Just 
r 
as sex is both conguest and mutual pleasure, living is fl· 
dying. Again, a paradox persists where exclusive forces 
contain one another., When Catherine and Cyril join in 
renewed life, they re-enter the race towards death. , Nor 
does avoiding life preserve one from death. Catherine ts 
period of solitude and immobility is death-like. 
wonders in his loneliness if he is already dead. 
Cyril 
Through 
their rebirth indicated by the-wading in the water, they 
paradoxically and simultaneously re-enter both life and 
death. 
Hawkes' explanation of the title, The Blood Qranges, 
is pertinent to this issue and supports the reading or the 
boat scene as Cyril's unwitting and unavoidable involvement 
with the darker side of sex and with death, since it shows 
. that Hawkes sees light and dark, g-ood and evil as insepar-
able. Hawkes told Robert Scholes, "tl1e fruit is sweet, 
but it's streaked with the color of blood, which to me is 
a paradox. It means that the blood is real but also sweet; 
it means that no sweetness is ephemeral, but on the contrary 
possesses all the life-drive seriousness of the rich black 
flow of blood itself. It suggests wound invading desire, 
1 desire 'containing' agony." Cyril wants only t11e "desire" 
and none of the 0 -agony," while Hugh feels only the n agonyn 
of his ttdesire." Cyril pursues life in denial of death, 
while Hugh pursues death in denial of life. -Cyril wants 
to isolate good from evil in order to preserve it. His 
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faith in his abiiity to'do this is the basis on which he 
founds his visionary land or Illyria. The boat's launch-
ing reveals Hawkes' more complex vision of sexual union as 
a joyful wound and of life as death-sweetened. By compari-
son, Cyril's quixotic self-image of defender of the light 
see1ns naive and his strategy of passive resistance seems 
only weakness. 
Cyril refuses to admit what Hawkes makes clear 
to the reader, that is, his involvement wit~_sinister and/ 
or selfish emotio~s in his pursuit of love~ Cyril's ad-
herence to his theories of sexual freedom necessitates his 
renunciation of participation in Hugh's death. He, in fact, 
insists the hanging is accidental, removing blame even from 
Hugh. He snatches the accusing photograph of Fiona from 
the dead man's hand to protect her from blaming herself for 
Hugh's hanging, though her leaying with the children in-
dicates her willingness to shoulder some responsibility. 
Cyril's claims of blamelessness, however, are undercut ·by 
covert admissions of guilt betrayed in his language and 
behavior. For instai1.ce, Cyril is too quick to declare his 
innocence. He and Fiona are running to the studio, knowing 
only that Hugh is at neither villa, and Cyril s~ys, "'Fiona 
••• I'm not to blame ••• '" (p. 264). He excuses him-
self even before they-verify their suspicions. Cyril actu-
ally suspects the worst: ".i\nd · vrh8t were they trying to tell me, 
(tr1e children's] senseless cries, if not the worst? .. (p. 264). 
He must have more awareness of the n1i sery he is causing Hugh 
than he reveals to his readers. Something ha.s happened to 
convince Cyril that Hugh is suici13l. Preknowledge would 
o~dinarily increase one's feeling of guilt. Su.ch guilt would 
account for Cyril's premature assertions of innocence. 
Cyril remains, long after the hanging and after 
Catherine's return to his villa, acutely aware of Rosella's 
silent presence and her former associa_tion 1\Tith Hugh: "She 
is here, she is a shadO\.\T, she is Ht1gh I s last peaRant nude" 
(p. 21J). Perl1aps sl1e is a too constant reminder of H1lgh. 
Perhaps Cyril regrets her lack of suitors because it ends 
the chances of her marriage and removal from his villa. 
Another hint of guilt occurs early in the novel 
in a pecul.iar choice of words. Cyril Sf1YS that during 
one of the foursome I s afternoons on the beach he "wonder{s] 
how long [he ana Catherine can] fend off the inevitable 
nemesis 11 ( p. 88). "Nemesis" speci·fi cally denotes just 
punishment. The word could be used only by someone anticipating 
blam~. If CyriJ expects blame for resting his cheek on Catherine's 
palm, h9 would expect blame for the succession of nights spent 
in her bed. His use of the word "nemesis 0 anticiuates in the .,_ 
short run Hugh's sitting possessively on Catherine'~-hip and 
in the long run H1lgh I s suicide, vJhich ends Cyril's sex-singing 
with Catherinee 
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Cyril is, at least, clearly aware that others blame 
.... 1 .. 
him for Hugh's death. 
-~ '--~ 
There is a fine line qetween knowing 
yourself accused by others and feeling guilty yourself. The 
strongest evidence of Cyril's crossing that line lies in his 
change of habits. _, Ile himself never acknov;ledges the changes, 
since that would be an admission of guilt. In all the scenes 
follqwing Hugh's death, the Cyril of the yellow shirt and 
vvl1i te espa<.1£.ille·s, 1 i nen slacl{s and allir.;a tor belt, vvears a 
1)laclc suit v1i t 11 vest, ,vJ--ii te s11irt, ar1d heav~r _gold chain. 
I-!ourning tl1e dead is not \~i thin l1ls character, b11t con1pro-
• • mise is. Without admitting to former excesses, he manifests 
in his clothing a pullback I'rom his earlier demonstrativeness ' ; 
as a concession to tl1ose vrh.o acc11se hi1n .• He appears cl1as-
tened, though ho~eful, in his behavior with Rosella. He 
limits his seductive techniques to language, the one approach 
sl1e cannot possibly understand. He brealcs with his policy of 
sexual extension that advocates kissing even stray goat-girls. 
He resists the effects of dining with Rosella on sparrows eaten 
\Vl1ole with onions, butter, and thyme, vv11en forrne1~1y l1e prided 
hi1nself on h1..l:rnt;ly and immediately accepting tl1e slightest over-
t·ures of love. The n1ght of Catherine's return Cyril draws 
attent,ion to his mildewed matt1.,ess "just large enOllgh -for onen 
with rusty springs mal{j_ng "faint_ lonely rnusicu as a· "denial 
He is sharnly conscious of Catherine ..Ir. .,. __ 
asleep "011 her narrovv iron bed 1 ike n1.ine in the small 1. 
vvhi te room next to rnineu Though he steadfastly 
J.10 
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maintains tl1.a.t l1e is innocent, he meekly submits to· ·cell-
like rooms and celibacy as if he were exacting penance I'rom 
himself before either Hugh's ghost, Catherine's accusing 
eyes~ or the Love deity • 
• 
\Vit11 c,rril's guilt in mind, the visits to Catl1er-·· 
ine 's sanctuary talce on an atmosphere of confessional pil-
grimages made ritualistically to gain absolution. The sanc-
t1.1ary is monastery-like in its quiet, privacy, and seclusion. 
Cyril must ring a bell to be allowed in. He states specifi-
cally that the sanctuary is nsi:nple and mysterious!? like the 
chapel. Its trees gro11V leaves '' in the shape of fat suppli-
eating hands" (p. 5). His account of his weel{ly trips empha-
sizes tl1e ritualistic nature of tl-"1e batl1., the clean shirt, the 
bilre ride, and. the smoke rings. He clea1..,ly feels that his 
halI'-hour in the hot sun, the restraint and patience he exerts 
in not touching the unresponding Catherine, and his concentra-
tion on pleasing glances, postures, and words are sacrifices 
demanded of him that he willingly makes. He even intention-
ally endures a burned and blistered lip which he aggravates by 
repeatedly touching with his tongue, as if his pain would 
' 
. earn him forgiveness. He says that on these occasions he 
feels moved by the 'vvl1i te \Valls and blue roofs tQ · a mood 
,rl • 
-... · 
of u aching candorn ( p. 6) • !-His confession lies in the 
uncharacteristic exertions and restrictions he requires of 
himself. On his return home he is met with a "sign,'' a 
'~good omen" of mating birds, which lifts his hopes that 
J 
• 
his offering of black suit and burned lip meets with the . h 
approval, at lea~t, of the god of Love, if not of Catherine. 
Cyril's guilty behavior proves his participation in Hugh's 
suicide. His claims of innocence reveal a man who cannot 
face the truth of his involvement in anything painful or 
unpleasant. 
Hugh' s"'hanging is a fact not conducive to inter-
pretation. \'Vb.ether accldentally, as Cyril insists, or 
intentionally, Hugh is dead. Cyril's rhetoric can work 
on the causes of his death, but the fact re~ains unchanged 
and it throws Cyril's story into question. The inference 
to be drawn from the aphrodisiac breakfast the morning fol-
lowing Hugh's conversion from "lover in fancyn to "lover 
in fact" (p. 234) is tl1at Hugh has accepted Cyril 1 s belief 
in the multiplicity of love. Significantly, Hugh wears 
Cyril's red-and-white-striped shirt, his only change of 
., 
clothes in the book, and he wears it "extravagantly and 
unashamedly" {p. 261), Cyril says. The nude swim to the 
island chapel shows Hugh in an equally expansive mood. 
The unlikeliness, however, of this new, freed Hugh's 
hanging himself forces the reader to entertain the possibil--
ity that the aphrodisiac breakfast and the nude swim never 
happened, that they are hallucinations, products of Cyril's 
i~ginative view of the way things should be • We know 
u 
' 
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Cyril is capable of misjudgment in favor of his theories 
and of believing as actual something only hoped for. For 
example, he imagines intimacy between Hugh and Fiona long 
before it actually happens, just as he assumes that his 
relationship with Catherine has Hugh's grudging acquiescence. 
Q, The fact of Hugh 1 s sleeping with Fiona remains irrefutable, 
but Hugh's feelings about that act are subject to Cyril's 
distorting memory. The reader last sees Hugh alive at 
the aphrodisiac breakfast, where, according to Cyril, all 
participants are friendly, intimate, and frank. Cyril 
strongly implies that Hugh has accepted Cyril's rationale. 
The next scene is Hugh's hanging, which Cyril can explain 
only by claiming it is an accident. Otherwise, the hang.ing 
would refute Cyril's contentions or rosy harmony among the -~------. - ~ 
foursome. 
The dog's funeral, if put in chronological order, 
proves that Hugh's suicide was not only not an accident, 
but planned in advance and with relish. Hugh mentions the 
dog in the arbor argument: "'You don't mind i.f I take the 
dog and just disappear--do you, boy!'" (p. 2L1.6). The 
dog at that point has yet to be buried. The dog's funeral 
happens sometime after that climactic night with Fiona and, 
obviously, before the hanging, which means that Hugh inten-
tionally, specifically, and premeditatedly prepares for his 
own death. Cyril '.s and Fiona's knowledg_e of this accounts 
for their anticipating a disaster the morning that Hugh is 
found missing. Cyril sa.Jrs that "Hugh was apparently moving 
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to the rhythm of some dark death of his own" (p. 213), but 
the remark remains for the reader a general comment on 
Hugh's well-documented attraction to death until he places 
' 
it in the proper time sequence. It was not "some dark 
death of his own" that Hugh envisioned, but his own par-
ticular and final ·physical death.. The seduction 1 s taking 
place before the .funeral scene s11pplies Hugh with a specific 
motive for rehearsing his own death. It also remove·s any 
chance of accidental suicide in that he is clearly planning 
to die. Hugh 1 s'pleasure in the control he exerts over the 
group, at least until the shepherd appears, suggests that 
he views his death as revenge and punishment on those who 
have brought him misery. He correctly foresees the 
devastation his death will release. He practices his 
burial out of a desire to hurt ... his wife and friends. This 
makes the open intimacy of the nude swim and aphrodisiac 
breakfast very unlikely, which raises the question if there 
ever was a truly harmonious moment among the foursome. 
Did Illyria ever exist? 
Cyril's rhetoric and imagination must deal with 
a second undeniable circumstance, that is, Fiona's leav-
ing him. Fiona would not have to leave Cyril to take 
care of Hugh's children except that she knows that Cyril, 
despite what he says, does not like children. He refers 
to them as "unattractive" (p. 99), "distaste~ul" (p. 93), 
and "distracting" (p. 82). He particularly dislikes 
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"the constantly accusing and complaining ~,1eredi th" ( p. 7 3), 
with whom he feeJs in competition: 11 her one poor sour 
note could never be any match for old Cyril's song" (p·. 45). 
During the sunset sex tableau Cyril hears the children's 
voices in the background as a continuous threat to the 
.• shaky synnnetry of his idyl. He notes the increase in 
volume from quarreling and teasing to shouting to shrieking 
to close-range calls for Catherine. Domesticity may be 
picturesque, but it is ·antithetical to sex-singing. On 
one occasion Cyril blames Catherine's children for con-
tributing to the separation of the love-sharing couples: 
"as if her children had yet to smear their little hands 
in the folds of my dissolving tapestry" {p. 122). He 
sees in the faces of the twin babies "expressions of sex-
less pov-1er" (p. 110). Cyril's idea of entertaining the 
children is to have them rr [conform] to his [ownl concepts 
of playful sport 0 (p. 162). 1vVhep Cyril once softens 
p 
towards rtieredi th after caring for her nosebleed, he ad-
mi ts that her face looked "like the small white mask of' 
some sacrificial animal" with "the eyes of the injured 
eaglet'' (p. 120). Fiona took Meredith's suffering more 
seriously and knew it could be relieved only by her re-
moval from Cyril and the twin villas. 
Busch collects evidence that Fiona would have 
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. liked to have children in spite of her remarks: "~h, but 
we decided against children long ago. 
late anyway. Thank God '" (p. 8~). 
And now it's too 
Fiona calls every-
. . 
one "baby" and reacts immediately and emotionally to the 
2 baby's skeleton in the church. The funeral shows Fiona 
protective of rileredith and respectful of her grief. Cvril ~ 
notes the unusualness of her concentrating on Meredith to 
the exclusion of' the handsome stranger: nhad there been no 
children, no coffin, no open grave ••• then surely Fiona 
would have been her usual self and ••• would have softened 
to the man's smile 11 (p. 22L~). Possibly this indic~tes not 
just a momentary break with her past attitudes, but a 
permanent change in point of view tha.t makes the children 
more valuable to her than a potential lover. . ·~ ~ 
Perhaps Cy-ril's marriage • less perfect than lS 
he believes. He 0t1estions his • even when never marriage 
1 
Fiona leaves him. His dependence on and love for her are 
clear. It gives him pleasure to think of himself as 
needed by Fiona. He enjoys recognizirtg Fiona's cry that 
she "never uttered unless she needed [his] help 11 (p .• 200). 
On at least two occasions he feels responsible ror her im-
mediate physical well-being. In his conversation with 
Catherine on her first night at the villas, he mentions Fiona 
a:imost every time he speaks as if he were dependent on her 
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for making conversation,· for opening up a new relationship. 
Charles VIoran believes, and it seems very possible, that 
Cyril is only following Fiona's lead in making love to 
Catherine. Since Cyril sees that Fiona is attracted to 
Hugh, he agreeably makes love to Catherine to facilitate 
Fiona's plans.3 
Cyril thinks he remembers Fiona I s saying .on their 
wedding night, "'Don't bother being a husband, baby. Just 
be a sex-singer. OK? '" (p. 97). If that request was ever 
made, perhaps Cyril lives up to it too assiduously. Per-
haps sex-singing is finally not enough for Fiona. Cyril 
at one point refers to the "range of [his) interests" (p. 159), 
but his interests are, in fact, limited to picnics, beach 
idyls, and the surrounding nature. He is a specialist in 
sensuality, a "he-adless god." That title originates with 
Cyril's virility: "J\1y shorts, for instance, were like the 
bulging ruarble skin of a headless god" (p. 75). vVhen he 
uses it again in the middle of a defense of his steady hana_, 
ability to sleep, and slow-paced concentration, the emphasis 
is on the \'VOrd "headless" (p. 81) and recalls an earlier 
defensive remark: ."But it is hardly a fault t·o-·have lived 
rn.y life, and still to live it, without knov1ing painn (p. 35). 
It may not be a fault to be "headless,u but it limits . 
" 
Cyril's capacity to sympathize with Hugh's pain. Not know-
ing pain, Cyril underestimates Hugh's desperation an~ is 
unprepared for Fiona's departure. 
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Busch ties in Cyril's dislike for children with 
his admiration of the yellow-robed adolescent virgin, an 
admiration that springs from the sarne source as his love 
for Fiona.4 Cyril acL~ires the statue of the virgin be-
cau_se sl1e e111bodies eternal you.th and innocence. She 
symbolizes deathless Illyria for Cyril and fore-ver re-
ne,vable virginity, which is a required ingredient for sex- · 
singing, distinguishing Cyril's lyrical ___ sex fro111 Hugh's 
• aggressive sex. The q11aternion is u four large virginal 
human beings" (p. 271) walking n in that light the color of 
ct1t wheat" (p. 271) whicl1 is tl1e "color of iri11ocence," the 
"virgin huen (p. 270). In Cyril's idealized image the 
foursome.is innocent of death, of selfish motives, or 
destructive emotions, and oI' graceless acts. 
eyes the adolescent virgin stands for the highest human 
potential o~ the foursome in harmony as they exemplify 
~ Cyril's most cherished values .. o-r yol1th and ir.nocence. Ti1i· ona 
.J. ..L - ' 
1vl1ose favo1.,i te colo1., is yellov1, personifies ·for Cyril, mo~(le 
than any ot'r1er \Voman, the i,d.eal of the ageless virgin. If 
he is paternal tov1ard her, it Is beca11se he sees her as 
"girlisl1n (p. 135), "childish" (p. 118), like a nfaun" (p. 261), 
whose 11 aging body [is] nonetheless a young green tree" (p. 21). 
She runs barefoot, she sprints, she leaps to her feet, she 
plays among lemon trees. 
suspends time for Cyril. 
In l1er irouthf1.1l exuberance she ~, 
Children would make her one of 
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the older generation. They would be a constant reminder of 
the cycle of generations, of death and birth. Cvrilwants u 
to preserve his wife, their marriage, their relationships 
with other couples in a timeless, deathless Illyria. Fiona 
must escape Cyril's world if she wants to be a motl1er. 5 
Hugh's hanging and Fiona's leaving finally shatter 
. ( 
Cyril's conception of Illyria and necessitate his rebuilding 
it with Catherine from memories. If one looks cl~sely, how-
ever, one sees tl1at Cyril himself does not always live up to 
the ideal of harmonious sexual sha~ing. Though he claims 
never to be jealous, he gloats over his position as favor-
ite of both women. He remarks that "Hugh was doomed for-
ever to the extreme left and could never share my privilege 
of standing, so to speak, between two opposite and yet equal-
ly desirable womenu (p. 118). He considers Hugh's bed "more 
mine than hisn (p. 152), though according to theory it should 
.. be equally theirs. His own bed he willingly relinquishes to 
Hugh, but with the comforting knowledge that " 'he can't 
catch up' " (p. 260). Cyril expects more than the posi-
tion of favorite in both beds. He admits, "I realized tl1at 
never had it occurred to me that Hugh's influence over 
Catherine might be as strong as mine" (p. 2.54). There are 
moments when the reader's sympathies are with Hugh. In 
an ironic turnabout at the end of one of their afternoons 
at the beach, Hugh plays with the· goat, while Cyril 
'lquatted beside the distasteful Eveline, comforting her ~~d help-
ing her climb back into the discarded P-.antsn (p.93). Even I\1eredith 
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dances naked in the water, "her little wl~ite porcelain 
buttocks • • • winking at [cyri~ through the sheaves 
of spray" (p. 93) as if to say, "So therel If you sleep 
with my mother, then :rou pull up the kids r pants." A 
kind of justice is established. Since Cyril has usurped 
Hugh's role as husband, he by rights should perform some 
of Hugh's duties as father. Meredith and Hugh dance 
their ~riumph over Cyril's belief in action without responsi-
bility or consequence. 
In that sa.ine scene Hugh dramatizes his agony. 
Catherine pushes away the hand that Hugh shoves inside her 
bathing-ru.it top. "Hugh jurnr{slto his feet.· Fiona~atchesJ 
Hugh I s nearest thigh in her already waiting arms • • • &ugh 
stands] with his eyes shut, his stump upraised, his thin 
bare legs rigidly apart, his fingers driven into Fiona's 
hair even while Fiona's 
thigh" ( p. 92) • He is 
eager cheek (iies]pressed to his 
caught between his wife, to whom he 
wants to remain loyal but who spurns him, and a woman for 
whom he feels a passionate desire fanned by her open at-
tempts to seduce him but whom he believes he must resist for 
the sake of his marriage. Cyril rs corr.u11ent, nwould he never 
learn?n (p. 92), seems callous and inadequate. 
If one stopped here in a discussion of Cyril, one 
would conclude that Illyria never existed, that Cyril 
is a liar, not admitting the truth even to himself, that 
Fiona can fulfill herself only by escaping Cyril and his 
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confining illusions, that Hugh is pitiable, driven to 
suicide by an unscrupulous man who seduces his wife 
and calls himself a friend, and that Catherine is vie-
timized not once, but twice. Though Cyril states that 
he listens for Fiona's footsteps, it is difficult to 
believe she will return to him. Her ties with Cvril 
V 
will weaken with ten or fifteen years' absence. Cyril 
must settle for Catherine. His continued admiration for 
Fiona even in her absence suggests that Catherine will 
always be second best. Cyril tells Catherine early in 
tl1e novel, n 'I guess I lik.e endings··' n (p. 12), which be-
comes ironic in that he is making every effort to use the 
past to start again with Catherin~. He seems, however, 
to have reached the end. Nothing more will happen to 
Cyril. There will be no more entries in the journal. 
He has, ironically, achieved a static timelessness. 
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Chapter Three 
In spite or'"' his shortcomings, w1-~ich are ob-
vious enough, Cyril elicits admiration from the reader 
for his unwavering adherence to his principles. The 
process of writing about the past has str~ngthened his 
convictions. He concludes his journal with the image 
of "four large virginal human beingsrr · (p. 269) "walking 
in tl1a.t light the color of cut wheat" { p. 270_) , an image 
that asserts the innocence of the foursome. He restates 
in his last sentence his belief that "In Illyria there 
are no seasons" (p. 270). Cyril is a man of fa1th. Even 
if one does not agree with Cyril's beliefs, one is moved 
to respect the strength of his confidence in his vision of 
the multiplicity of love and in himself as a central figure 
in that vision. Wayne 
there is no Illyria. 1 
Carver pushes CTrril to confess that 
Philin Kravitz calls Cyril's vision ~ ~ 
"distorted and self-deceiving" 2 and concludes that Cvril ...___. ~ ... 
"is condemned to self-deception. He suffers no remorse be-
cause he distorts his own participation. In the end he is ~ -
an outcast, isolated not only from others but from himself 
ft 3 as well. Stephen Ko.ch reduces Hawkes' theme to "one 
can sexualize life completely without ever bumping into 
it responsibility,n and qyril to a hyped, well-preserved 
middle-aged American bof} 11 4 These reviewers react 
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indigna~tly to Yvhat they. judge is Cyril 1 s co1npromised 
morality without responding emotionally to his winning 
personality. The same life-loving, easy-going sensu-
ality that bars Cyril from ~ver admitting consciously 
his role in Hugh's suicide moves him to kis's a flowering 
mimosa tree. Any man who can take such pleasure in a 
0 tree will never feel himself an outcast. If Catherine's 
wading in the sea beside the white boat is a sign of her 
cure, then Cyril's filling his mouth with mimosa blos-
soms stgnals his reaffirmation of his~faith in himself 
and his theories. 
In Cyril's story objective truth is replaced 
by subjectivity. The reader learns what and how Cyril 
thinl{s, not ,vha t really happened. It has already been 
suggested that whole scenes are fabrications. Vie are 
dealing with a man who is surprised that the rusted bus 
he sees in the canal looks more real than the one he 
ren1err1bers (p. 173) and v,ho reminds himself, while watch-
ing Hugh's naked body stretched on the sand, that "without 
my presence Hugh's agony did not exist" (p. 85), since 
tl1e agony was in Cyril's rnind. In the world .of sub-
jectivity created by the novel, there is only judgment 
and opinion, not certain knowledge. If or is Cyril's -
need to protect himself a reason for putting more credence 
in a reader's analysis. A reader may well feel he needs 
to protect himself I'rom Cyril's liberal sexuality. To 54 
insist, as Viayne Carver does, that Illyria does not exist 
is no more or less reasonable than to insist, as Cyril 
does, that it exists. \Ve may believe that Fiona will 
never return, but Cyril is not to bla.me for believing she 
will. Cyril has faith. v~Tho would be foolish enough to 
argue against that? It would be as senseless as an 
atheist's trying to persuade a believer that there is no 
God. And one would be disappointed if the doubter suc-
ceeded. 
The point at which Cyril loses the support of 
most of his readers must be the explanation of Hugh's 
suicide as an accident. Busch calls it the "penultimate 
sad signal of how Cyril, in the rhetoric of his retelling 
to Catherine, tries to control through the artistry of 
his language the real world that overwhelms him."5 Busch 
feels that Cyril's explanation is empty rhetoric and that 
it fails to convince anyone other than Cyril, except pos-
sibly Catherine. If, however, one exRt~ines that rhetoric, 
. 
one rinds that it is difficult to say where Cyril is wrong: 
'' I insisted on the accidental nature of Hugh's death, ex-
plained to Catherine that Hugh's death was an accident 
inspired, so to speak, by his cameras, his peasant nudes, 
his ingesting of the sex-song itself. It was not our 
shared love that had triggered Hugh's catastrophe. It 
was simply that his private interests, private moods, had 
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-run counter to the actualities of our .fourso1ne, so 
that his alien myth of privacy ha_d established a psychic 
atmosphere conducive to an accident of that kind~" (p. 211). 
Just as C:yril feels controlled by the love deity, he sees 
Hugh in the control of "psychic 11 forces. No matter.how 
much Hugh thought he wanted to die, Cyril would maintain 
that the death was an accident because Hugh was in the 
power of elemental human drives within himself for which 
he was not responsible • 
... Cyril would probably say the 
' sa.n1e thing about himself if someone pointed out to him 
that he responds guiltily to Hugh's .suicide. Cyril would 
answer that his guilty behavior is a manifestation of 
dark fearrul urges within himself for which he is not 
responsible since they result rrom an ancient cultural 
heritage over which he has no control, a heritage Cyril 
associates in his novel with the cold passion of Christi-
anity and the crippling moral code of the peasant descend-
ants of barbarians. He would feel that the signs of 
guilt in no way compromised his rational, enlightened ex-
planation o~ Hugh's death or his own innocence. 
Cyril's conclusions are, no'doubt, at variance 
with the judgrnent of most readers, wl10 see Cyrj.l as a man 
1,v110 is unable to face his own culpability and who ra-
tionalizes irresponsibility as :freedom. There are, how-
ever, several indications in the novel that, in spite 
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o: Cyril's faults, Ifawl:es intends his narrator to be 
likable and woul6 ulti~ately defend hin ava~nst his 
,;, critics as a wort~'ly hun1a.n beinr.. He would say of Cyril 
wl"1a t he said of Skipper, tl1e central character in Second 
Skin: "The novel is about a bumbler, an absurd man • • • 
ending with so~e kind of inner strength that allows him to 6 
live." Cyril's iri.ner strength is his belief in the 
7 human potential for ngraceful action.u FrorJ. this be-
lief stems C~rril 's desire to arrange timeless moments 
'· of artist1_c syrnn1etry, sex tableaux, and idyls of shared 
harmony arnong four separate but interchangeable people 
joined in innocence. The foursome rarely if ever sue-
ceeds in actualizing such moments of unity, but Cyril 
is convinced of the possibility, and this conviction 
gives him strength. 
Cyril I s tr11st in human potential is connected 
with his ability to find order in-.the numerous and vari-
ous events he relates. A crucial part of his self-image 
is ti.is rationality, his "abili t:l to expose the logic sewn 
into the seams of almost all of our precious sequences of 
love and friendship" (p. 96). He repeatedly expresses 
his "interest in coherence and full circles" (p. 225) ·and 
concludes the novel with a final statement of his belief 
that "Ever1rtl1ing coheres, moves forward" (p. 271). His 
confidence in coherence, which is almost undermined by 
Hugh I s senseless st1icide, accounts for his continued hope-
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ful listening I'or Fiona's footsteps. Since she was 
with him before, she will return. She left him to bring 
up the children; that done·, she will return to complete 
the symmetry of their relationship. She will return be-
cause she is one of "the shapely pieces of' a perfectly 
understandable puzzle 11 (p. 88), which was the relation-
ship of the four adults, and is after Hugh's death the 
relationship of three adults. 
Cyril has a tremendous need to make sense or 
his experience, to locate the circles, to find the past 
repeated in the present. Circles contribute to his 
sense of permanency • When Cyril kisses his mimosa tree, 
... he says it reminds him of the grape-tasting game. . . It 
recalls to his mind Fiona, Catherine, and Rosella, each 
succeeding mistress or potential mistress making a circle 
of experience, an orderly repetition. C-vril makes clear ~-
the resernblance between the cistern and the n squat church" 
and between the pink hermaphrodite and the yellow-robed 
The night Catherine returns to his villa reminds 
him of his wedding night with Fiona. T>1e window from 
which a woman shouts repeatedly while the bus is sinking 
in the canal becomes the window of Hugh's studio on which 
Cyril leans, listening to Hugh's anguish over Fiona's 
attraction to him and through which he shoves his elbow 
to let in light on Hugh's dangling body. He drinks wine 
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in the dark with Catherine her first night at the vill~ 
and again ·after her retu.rn from the sanctuary. Certain 
---objects continually reappear. The spikes for candles 
in the chapel (p. 22) return in a"tall medieval chest 
that smelled of iron spikesu (p. 112), and again, most 
significantly and dramatically, in the "miniature pin-
sharp teeth of iron" (p. 207) on the chastity belt. 
"Pitted iron" (p. 206) shows itself again in the Byzan-
tine cross whose shadow lies first on Fiona and Cyril 
while making love (p. 75) and finally on the dog's grave 
(p. 214). The recurrence of objects and repetition of 
events lend order to life and make it understandable, 
knowable, and less frightening. Cvril literallv re-~ V 
traces his steps and wi tl1 Catherine visits the places 
that any of the fol1rsome had freq.uented earlier. Just 
as deliberately he relates his memories of that earlier 
period. Both the visits and the writing serve to es-
tablish circles and thereby make sense of the past and 
make predictable and hopeful the future. 
Cyril's greatest strength and most lovable 
quality is his ability to enjoy himself and others 
which he manages largely by laughing at himself and others. 
To some degree this is a studied pose. In one telling 
scene we see him depressed and out of sympathy with the 
others until he reminds himself to look for the humor. 
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As always his clothes may be read as a sign of his mood • 
. His dressing gown hangs open, his hair is rumpled, his 
pajama cord is knotted, not tied in its usual bow. In 
,, 
"' a restless mood he wanders bacl( to Catherine rs villa I'rom 
' 
which he has just come and pauses at the shuttered window 
long enough to hear Hugh say, "'Don't be afraid of Daddy 
Bear, • • • don't be arraid of Daddy Bear ••• '" (p. 153). 
Cyril hears these words as a "sad and pres·uniptuo·us appeal 
fron1 a 111an who had_ spent all the nights of his ·marriage 
fishing for the love or his wire with the hook of a 
nursery persona" (p. 153). Cyril's feet feel colder and 
his shoulders heavier u_ntil he asl{s himsel.f, "But why deny 
the humor, ••• why give way to pity for Catherine and 
contem.pt for Hugh?" (p. 154). Vlfith that thought Cyrj_l 
ties his sash, straightens his shoulders and views the 
world again from his usual bemused perspective. 
His sense of humor becomes a source of strength. 
Very likely the comic view works for Cyril as it works 
for Hawkes: "Comedy • • • is also a saving, a saving 
attitude. If son1ething is pathetically humorous or 
grotesquely humorous, it seems to pull us back into the 
realm, not of mere conventional values but of the lasting 
8 values, the one or two really deep permanent h1-1rnan values.'' 
A humorous point of' vi~w lets Cyril see the "consolations" 
of Hugh's assu.ming his "sentimental bestial shape" (p. 154) 
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and o:f their marriage rituals mnaining intact, which are 
more important ,than the particulars of Hugh's attempts 
to arouse his wife. 
A humorous attitude toward himself lets hi1n 
like himself. He likes tl1e way he thinks. A reader 
can hear his pleasure in the questions he asks himself, 
to most of which he knows the answers, since the events 
are in the past: 
No answer. rTo effort to show me anything 
except her back. nras ~ ~ she [11reredi th_) engaged 
at last? Lost in the scent of the flowers 
and distracted in the dream Thad offered her? 
Or was she ell1ding kindness, going tl1rough 
motions, feigning preoccupation, reminding 
herself that she disliked the sound of my 
voice and disdained my ~ame? Vias I dealing 
with Meredith the spy, who was filled with 
duplicity and fear of what she took to be my 
own duplicity, or was I now in charge of 
l\1eredi th the harmless child, as I had first 
as su."11.ed? Engaged, I decided, and only the 
harmless child •••• (p. 160) ) 
Cyril plays with his n1en1or3r of this scene, the sound of 
his voice pleasing him. He enjoys recognizing "signs" 
' 
in natural events and symmetry in humm relationships. 
He happily exercises his senses, especially that of Ii 
sight, being frequently aware of his own appearance 
as well as that of others. He reads clothing for 
signs of mood. At the boat-launching Catherine's pea-
green slacks are a positive indication of her return to 
society. Fiona and Cyril wear white the day after 
their first night with Hugh and Catherine, manif'esting 
an inclination towards "traditional decorum" (P. 181) • 
... 
Cyril enjoys seeing Catherine reach f'or grapes with her 
open mouth: "Only the mother o.f three children being a 
little silly in a i'airly commonplace arbor in which, 
nonetheless, the fruit of the rield grew ripe in the air? 
Yes, I thought, that was all. But I enjoyed the sight'!/ 
( p. 186) • Cyril repeatedly pictures with pleasure his 
own broad chest with its golden hairs, his heavy thighs, 
and golden eyeglasses. 
~/Ii t 1.1 obvio1..1.s hmnor and self-
satisf'action, he remembers h·imself in a crown of large 
' . .JJ!j. 
yellow ±'lowers and recalls his pleasure in planning that 
costume for Fiona and the others: 11 The children watched, 
I--I ugh 1 a ugb.e d • Catherine's eves 1n.et mine. 
u ·1.r,r • th b th ~v 1 _ o _ 
hands I settled that outspoken yellow mass into the heavy 
texture of my blond hair. I felt the tree at my back 
and slowly glanced up through the speckled light toward 
,., .. -
A· 
the clear sky ·that accomoanied all our days of idyling" 
As always, he is conscious of his pos·i tion 
and cesture and, like an 2.ctor before an audience, works 
for a certain effect. His sel·f-imaee reaches a comic 
peal-~ as t11e "flov1er god at pla~r.u As · Cyril sa;rs, "Vlhy 
not?" (p. 165). 
His enj o,nnent of his t11inlrinrr. and senses and • u ' '--' 
• 
certain.l:r kind of egotisn1. Cvril self-
a1)-oearance lS a ....... 
(/ 
centeredly expects TvTeredi th to respond to 11 the. sight of 
[ him] leaning ready an.d sober on the handle of the up-
right shovelrr (p. 217) when she is absorbed in her sor-
row over her dead dog. Because oI' his egotism, he ex-
pects to be the central figure in both Catherine's and 
Piona 1 s lives as if Hugh co~ted for nothine. 
self-assurance is, however, ultimately a saving strength. 
.. '-, 
~is egotism may dull his receptiveness to the others 4 pain, 
but he can stand to live with himself, even be pleased 
with himself, whereas Hugh, equally egotistical but with-
out humor, hates himself to the point of self-destruction. 
I-Iawkes l1imself explains in a11 interview his 
f'eelings toward Cyril, which are worth quoting because , 
they reinforce what is clear in the novel itself: "Cyril 
is pure, Hugh is a Puritan; Cyril to me is ••• simply a 
god-like man with infinite capacities for love. Cyrj_l is 
a modest b11t literal lover. -H , ; U,r. ,n 
.... . -1-- is a.-ri idealist. And 
Hu~11' s idealis::11 is a totally destructive oualit~',T• "--· 
" 
.._ 
.Cyril is a practitioner of Hugh's idealism, is able to 
lo,,e ~.,:-1th the s trene;t11 aYid prt11 i ty that is in fact ?iugh' s 
id_eal • • • • I think that for me those characters are 
indeed polar opposites, versions of a single figure; they q 
are bot11 a1-itists." ~ .As shown earlier, there is more to 
Cyril t11an 11 infinite capacities for love," but this quote 
indicates that for Hawkes Cyril's deficiencies in honesty 
and v1illingness to shoulder responsibilit:r do not obscure 1 
his positive life-loving qualities or his ideal of sexual 
extension. Like any n1ortal, Cyril is a con1pound of 
strengths and wealrnesses, i11sights and blj_nd spots. 
The most persuasive testin1ony to Cyril's strenc;tl1 
is l1is having wri·tten the book. As Hawkes says, Cyril is 
an artist. Busch maintains tl1.at Cyril relies on nr11etoric 
to save him from a threatening reality1110 and that both 
rhetoric and imagination fail. 11 He believes that Cyril 
12 is reduced to.the words of his story and concludes, 
"Illyria is a land of phrases, not hillsides, where chains 
of concepts traverse our consciousness, not a real land-
scape • . • . Cyril • • • is not a real person, • • • (but] 
a construct or words in combat.'' 1 3 Because Cyril in-
sists on the timelessness of Illyria while telling a_ story 
in which a man hangs hlmself and middle-aged bodies sag, f', 
his narration is "oxymoronic, 1114 and the conflicting truths, 
in.Busch's understanding, cancel each other out • Busch 
• 
/ . 
. (" 
feels that Illyria is an e1npty fabrication, as is the 
Cyril who believes in Illyria. The Cyril behind the 
words is not the sarne as the Cyril in the w_ords; there-
fore, the story is a lie or a fairy tale, and the nar-
rator is a liar or a fool. 
Tony Tanner expresses anot11er opinion which, 
said originally of Skipper of Second Skin, applies to 
r Cyril and gives him credit as the artist behind a rich 
construction of imagination and language: "[Art] is the 
fine needlework w~1ich is the best defense against the 
needles of. the world's dark desi_gns.nl.5 Cyril succeeds 
in preserving timeless Illyria through art. Cyril 
exists as the author of his journal just as he exists as 
the creator of timeless moments of sexual symmetry. He 
employs an ancient and respected method for reversing 
time•s destructiveness. The novel permanently records 
his vision and his self-image. Two brief references 
to vases and urns, recalling Keats' famous poem "On a 
Grecian Urn, 11 suggest that Cyril was not entirely ob-
livious to what he was doing. The only household object 
Cyril mentions is the "collection or vases, earthen pots, 
artistic tokens of harmonious lir"'e" ( p. 1.55) • \iVhile 
visiting Catherine, he notes an unlikely detail, a'~ow 
urn containing the ashes of a Roman lover"· {p. 7). 
Cyril's journal is the vase with scenes :rrom Illyria 
~ painted on its sides which will preserve the ashes of 
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the lover, Cyril. 
Cyril's imagined Illyria is as valid as Shakes-
peare's Illyria. in Twelfth Night. The existence of death and 
terror in Cyril's landscape does not invalidate his vision 
but makes it more complex. · The world of possibility, free-
dom, and love exists as one with the world of fear, repres-
sion, and guilt. Nor does Cvril 1 s re·luctance to ad.mi t u 
things the reader sees as true overthrow the validity of 
his written word. Cyril's words may reveal more than he 
intends, but once written they exist in their own right as 
witness to his imagination and subjective being. Cyril 
writes both a pastoral and a parody of a pastoral. The 
degree to which he is aware of the parody is ultimately 
imlllaterial, as long as the reader is fully aware of it. 
Hawkes describes to Robert Scholes how he sees 
Cyril's Illyria: 0 VJhen Fiona asks Cyril where they are 
and he answers, 'Sure ••• in Illyria,' he is simply 
trying to designate the poiver, beauty, .fulfillment, the 
possibility that is evident in any actual scene we exist 
in. 11 Hawkes sees no contradiction in the fact that 
ttthe i,,vorld_ of Illyria ••• actually consists of an arid 
landscape with a few broken-down stone huts, some vil-
lagers, a I'ew boats, a lot of sun, a lo~ of desolation, 
some lemons, and four people.1116 Hawkes understands 
his character to be "trying to talk about paradox, or the 
existence of that wl1.ich does not exist. u l 7 .. '. Dealing with 
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contradictions does not reduce a character to a "constr1.1ct · 
of words" vvhen there are so many signs of life. 
Charles Moran hears life and energy in the lan-
guage itself. He points to the description of Cyril kiss-
ing his mimosa tree as an example of language and image 
., 
revealing personality. 1,1oran sa;rs most readers would get 
as far as the "fat yellow balls working their way behind 
my spectacles" (p. 54) and begin to think that the situation 
is ludicrous and that the author has lost his grip on his 
material, when actually the author counts on this reaction: 
uwe should ••• infer fro:n1 the precision and clarity of the 
writing itself, that the writer has purposely gone too far 
and that he foreknew that we would, at precisely this moment, 
think that he had gone too far. The joke is on us. 
• • 
And we realize that the writer is there~ •• ,wearing an im-
moderate grin. There must be something of the masochist 
,,in the Hawkes reader: he must enjoy being outraged and 
18 abused." r,qoran finds the extended sinking of the bus 
which then does not sink an "exuberant joke.n 19 In general 
!\1:orro. describes the language as the "literary equivalent of 
the jazz solo finely controlled. n20 Perhans because Moran .... 
keeps in mind that Hawkes' language is Cyril's language and 
feels the vitality of that language, Cyril succeeds as a 
character for him. He calls Cyril a "comic and slightly sin-
ister hero whose victories over the death-instinct are temporary 
and limited." Moran accepts Cyril's Illyria as an nact 
" 
of will,n an atte!npt to transform the ugly into the 
beautiful: "Perhaps this is t11e ultimate and the most 
practical heroism, the ability to make the best of a 
21 diminished thing." This view gives Cyril credit for 
knowing things that he does not admit, such as life with 
Catherine being a poor substitute for li~e with Fiona. 
Critics will continue to argue about how much 
Cyril knows as opposed to what he will admit and the 
degree to which his writing reveals his subconscious 
lrnowledge. I believe his recognition of sex as an as-
sault is well-buried in his subconscious, whereas his 
awareness of death and destruction is acute and equaled 
only by his longing for immortality. r-r pressed, he 
might admit to a brief submission to the rorces of dark-
ness embodied in Hugh, but only because he has finally 
triumphed by surviving him. He may well feel some disap-
pointment in his latest relationship with Catherine, but 
his conridence in Fiona's return outweighs his disappoint-
ment. The guilt he feels for Hugh's death is well hidden 
and well rationalized. He will never admit to contribut-
ing to Hugh's death. Finally we see Cyril restrained by 
circumstances, but very much alive. Although his days 
of active sex-singing seem to be over, he accepts the altera-
. 
tion of his self-image to a "dormantn white bull without 
feeling threatened. He understands himself to be "specu-
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lat[ing] on the painted bones of Love" (p. 98). He 1nay 
even have modified somewhat his paranoiac antagonism 
towards the peasants since the village festival for the 
new boat. He nostalgically recalls the man with "his 
great dark lecherous old facen who courted Rosella. The 
process of writing has given him the security to enable 
him to accept the changes in his landscape. His writ-
ing on the validity of Illyria and himself as a sex-
. 
. 
singer has strengthened him sufficiently so that he can 
gracefully retire .from "feasting ••• on the marrow" 
' (p. 98) of the bones of Love and even stop writing and 
explaining. He has answered the nnagging detractorsn 
{p. 209), who are imagined as far as we know and to 
whom he addresses parts of his story. He has calmed 
tl~e doubts and fears raised by his own co1.1science and 
persuaded himself that his theories and behavior were 
correct in the past and are worth pursuing in the future. 
Cyril will always be a man vho seeks sunlit 
islands and grape arbors in twilight, places conducive 
to hugging and kissing, as opposed to dark fortresses 
that isolate people and turn their thoughts against then1-
selves. :2Ie -is D. n1an whose life-instinct is str·ong. He 
wants to enjoy life. "Vvhy not? rr as Cyril says. There 
is a note of triumph in Cyril's voice when he compares 
. 
'· 
himself to Hugh: "But not Hugh. He is gone for good. 
And riur:h is the nan who died for love, not ne 0 (p. 36). 
Life itself is of value to Cvril. V Cvril is not able to 
be completely honest with himself, but his way or thinl{.~ng 
lets him live, and even live joyfully at times. Hugh's 
outlook is not more right or wrong than Cyril's, but it 
leads to death. Cyril recognizes that life in itself 
has value for him, .and l1e deliberately develops a philo_sophy 
ir1 vt1 ich life may triumph. 
In The Personal Voice, written sone years before 
The Blood Oranges, Hawkes qu_oted ?~!elville: n 'Enjo~r the 
bright, keep it turned up perpetually if you can, but be 
honest and don't deny the blaclr. Ne~ther should he who 
cannot turn the tortoise from its natural position so as 
to hide the darker and expose the livelier aspect, like a 
great October pumpkin in the sun, for that cause declare 
the creat1,.i.re to be one total inlcy blot. Tl1e tortoise 
Cyril is honest in \ 
is both black and bright • • • 1 1122 
recognizing the black around him. He cannot admit to the 
darkness in himself without destroying himself. He in-
stinctively and fiercely protects his self-image as 
n flower-god" and "white bull." It is the means by ~ich 
he turns up the bright side of t11e turtle. 
"keep it tu1.,ned up perpetually." 
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He intends to 
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